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I Cannot quite believe that we are so close to Christmas and 2020! since 
joining AXREM back in March it has been a whirlwind few months, but one I 
would not change as I feel passionately about the work being done by 
AXREM members. I am feeling excited to see what as an Association we 
can do in 2020 to raise the profile of the excellent work being done by 
industry, working with professionals and the NHS on a daily basis to save 
lives, by helping to ensure innovative products to diagnose and treat cancer 
and other conditions are provided at the earliest opportunity, ensuring 
patients receives vital treatment sooner. 

For 2020 I would like to add more structure and strategy to AXREM and raise our profile in 
parliament so that we are invited to participate in conversations at the highest levels. The first 
step to this aim will be the parliamentary newsletter I will be working on over the next few 
weeks and sending out to all parliamentarians early in 2020.  
 

Wishing you all a very Merry and restful Christmas with your friends and family and a 
successful New Year. Please do remember if ever I can be of any assistance please email 
sally.edgington@axrem.org.uk to arrange a call or visit.  
 

Sally Edgington (AXREM Director) 
 

 
Good refurbishment practices for medical imaging equipment NEW BSI Standard 
 

Already published in the past as a PAS (publicly available standard) and used by many 
manufacturers to refurbish medical imaging equipment this was a recommendation. This 
document has recently been reviewed, altered and released as an official IEC standard as of 
13th November 2019 with the BSI version following soon. This new standard means that 
customers can expect refurbished equipment to meet this standard and they can specify the 
standard within contracts.  
 

The full standard is available to purchase, below are some extracts that are relevant to AXREM 
members that may be useful: 
 

IEC 63077:2019 describes and defines the PROCESS of REFURBISHMENT of USED 
MEDICAL IMAGING EQUIPMENT and applies to the restoring of USED MEDICAL IMAGING 
EQUIPMENT to a condition of safety and performance comparable to that of new MEDICAL 
IMAGING EQUIPMENT i.e. MEDICAL IMAGING EQUIPMENT that was not in use. This 
restoration includes actions such as REPAIR, REWORK, software/hardware updates, and the 
replacement of worn parts with original parts. This document enumerates the actions, that are 
performed, and the manner consistent, with relevant specifications and service procedures 
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required to ensure that the REFURBISHMENT of MEDICAL IMAGING EQUIPMENT is done 
without changing the finished MEDICAL IMAGING EQUIPMENT’s performance, safety 
specifications, or INTENDED USE according to its original or applicable valid registration. 
 

The MEDICAL IMAGING EQUIPMENT and systems covered by this document include: 
 

– X-RAY EQUIPMENT; 
– X-RAY EQUIPMENT for RADIOSCOPICALLY GUIDED INTERVENTIONAL PROCEDURES; 
– X-RAY EQUIPMENT FOR COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY; 
– MAGNETIC RESONANCE EQUIPMENT; 
– ULTRASONIC DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT; 
– GAMMA CAMERAS; 
– PLANAR WHOLEBODY IMAGING EQUIPMENT; 
– equipment for SINGLE PHOTON EMISSION COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (SPECT); 
– SPECT/CT hybrid systems, combining a GAMMA CAMERA with X-RAY EQUIPMENT FOR 
COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (CT); 
– POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHS (PET); 
– PET/CT hybrid systems combining a POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPH with X-RAY 
EQUIPMENT FOR COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (CT); 
– PET/MRI hybrid systems combining a POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPH with 
MAGNETIC RESONANCE EQUIPMENT: and 
– other combinations of the MEDICAL IMAGING EQUIPMENT or systems listed above. 
 

This document does not apply to endoscopic equipment, funduscopic equipment, radiation 
therapy equipment, nor associated systems. 
 

IEC 63077:2019 includes the following significant technical changes with respect to IEC PAS 
63077:2016: 
 

a) the scope was delineated more clearly; 
b) an informative cross reference list of IEC 63077 vs ISO 13485 (Annex A) was added; 
c) smaller corrections were performed. 
 

To find out more: https://standardsdevelopment.bsigroup.com/projects/2018-00288  

 
Diagnostic Imaging Dataset for July 2019 
 

On 21st November NHS England published the Diagnostic Imaging Dataset for the 12 month 
period up to July 2019. Data includes breakdowns of NHS imaging activity undertaken in 
England, as well estimates of GP usage of direct access to key diagnostic tests for cancer such 
as chest imaging and Brain MRI. To see the dataset: 
https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/diagnostic-imaging-
dataset/diagnostic-imaging-dataset-2019-20-data/  
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Updated RCR guidance on screening and symptomatic breast imaging 
 
The RCR has updated its guidance on breast imaging. The newly issued fourth edition of 
Guidance on screening and symptomatic breast imaging reflects advances in the role of 
imaging, image-guided diagnosis and intervention that have changed practice since the 
publication of the previous edition. 
 
Given significant changes in the screening, investigation of patients with suspected breast 
disease and the treatment of patients with breast cancer over recent years, this edition is a  
 
complete revision which also now includes recommendations for the investigation of patients 
presenting with breast symptoms.  To download your copy: 
https://www.rcr.ac.uk/system/files/publication/field_publication_files/bfcr199-guidance-on-
screening-and-symptomatic-breast-imaging-fourth-edition.pdf     

 
COCIR Flash Info on Medical Device Regulation 

 
More transition time for up-classified class I software  
The second corrigendum under the Medical Device Regulation is now available – see here. 
Following the proposal made by COCIR in June, the ‘grace period’ has been extended to class I 
devices. However, the scope is restricted to those class I devices that are up-classified under the 
Regulation (“a device which is a class I device pursuant to Directive 93/42/EEC, for which the 
declaration of conformity was drawn up prior to 26 May 2020 and for which the conformity 
assessment procedure pursuant to this Regulation requires the involvement of a notified body”). 
This is a relief especially for smaller manufacturers of up-classified software who have been 
struggling to find a Notified Body under the MDR. 
 
Implementation of Eudamed delayed by two years 
The European Commission has made the official announcement that the go-live date of Eudamed 
will be delayed by two years, until May 2022. In the absence of Eudamed, the European 
Commission and Competent Authorities are now discussing possible alternative arrangements to 
facilitate communication and information exchange. Their aim is to publish a guidance document 
at the end of December to provide clarity to authorities, manufacturers and Notified Bodies. 
COCIR is currently preparing our input to this guidance document. More here: 
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/medical-devices/new-regulations/eudamed_en  
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COCIR Celebrate 60th Anniversary 
 

Sally Edgington Director of AXREM was proud to represent the association 
at the recent COCOR 60th Anniversary celebrations in Brussels. The event 
over 2 days was held at the magnificent Autoworld museum. The evening 
event showcased the progression of industry through the decades, 
showing how far innovation has brought us, and there was a mention of the 
UK’s advances in PACS RIS.   
 

On the second day the focus of keynote speakers continues the theme with 
research and development and value in health, digital health and artificial 
intelligence, law, regulations and standards, the circular economy and 
global sustainability. 
  
COCIR also used the celebrations to launch a new paper ‘European Health 
Data Space’ https://www.cocir.org/fileadmin/Publications_2019/19106_COC_EU_Health_Data_SPACE_web.pdf  

 

 

 

 
RCR lung cancer consensus guidelines developed 
 

On Monday 11 November, RCR welcomed UK clinical oncologists who met to develop lung 
cancer guidelines by consensus. This is part of a rolling programme of RCR consensus 
statements aimed at reducing variability in radiotherapy delivery and improving patient outcomes.  
 

The final lung cancer consensus statements are expected to be published in early 2020 and plans 
are underway for the development of head and neck cancer consensus guidelines later next year. 
Lung radiotherapy leads from 42 UK cancer centres attended along with patient representatives 
for a day of lively debate and discussion on lung cancer radiotherapy. Prior to the meeting, 
statements were drafted by a working party of lung cancer experts, led by chair Dr Ceri Powell 
(consultant clinical oncologist, South West Wales and Velindre Cancer Centres). Each cancer 
centre was invited to share an initial draft with their multidisciplinary lung teams and to provide 
feedback. 
 

The final consensus statements focus on areas not clearly covered by other guidance, and cover 
a broad range of topics including: Optimising patients for radical lung cancer radiotherapy, 
Technical aspects of radical radiotherapy for lung cancer, Stereotactic ablative radiotherapy 
(SABR) for early stage stage non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), Combined modality treatment 
of locally advanced NSCLC, Radiotherapy for advanced lung cancer, Treatment of small cell lung 
cancer. When the statements are released AXREM will of course share them with members. 
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Breast screening: status of approved equipment 
 

List of replacement equipment approved for use in the NHS breast screening programme (BSP) 
was updated on 3rd December 2019. To see the updated document, follow the below link: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/breast-screening-status-of-approved-
equipment?utm_source=30fbd3e1-fa00-4ee7-8a5d-
a7fcb40e6afe&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=daily  

 
Breast screening: professional guidance updated 9th December 
 

Standards and guidance for health professionals, managers and commissioners working in the 
NHS breast screening programme. See here: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/breast-
screening-professional-guidance?utm_source=050bf381-e98e-40fc-a22b-
b3e2e85171a1&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=daily  

 
Digital Health Special Report Forward Features for 2020 
 
Special reports are an important aspect of Digital Health’s coverage on all matters relating to 
healthcare IT. Published throughout the year and authored by journalists specialising in the 
sector, they focus on the specific topics of most interest/importance to those in the 
NHS/Healthcare IT market. Here are some due out in 2020 relevant to AXREM members: 
 

Imaging (PACS): 26th February - The 2019 Long Term Plan formally enshrined the aim to create 
diagnostic imaging networks which will rely on efficient and effective use of picture archiving and 
communications systems (PACS). This Digital Health special report will look at the benefits of 
PACS can bring to organisations and what lies ahead in terms of future developments such as 
analytics, machine learning and AI. 
 

Digital Imaging: 10th June - Adopting an enterprise image management approach can, 
proponents argue, lead to widespread benefits for NHS organisations. With PACS and RIS well 
established in the market, this Digital Health special report looks into how health organisations 
are harnessing the benefits of progress in the field. 
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NHS Cancer Programme update report: April to September 2019 (updated 13th December) 
 
This report provides an update on what we have achieved so far to deliver on our NHS Long Term 
Plan ambitions in quarters one and two for 2019/20. Some of the content relevant to AXREM 
members includes:  
 
Pages 4 & 5 - Earlier and faster diagnosis.  
Page 10 – Proton Beam Therapy  
Page 13 – National Cancer Board mentions early diagnosis and capital equipment. 
 
To find out more: https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/cancer-programme-
update-report-april-sept-2019.pdf  

 
Diagnostics waiting times and activity for October 2019 
 
Diagnostic waiting times and activity for 15 key diagnostic tests and procedures. The data is 
available through monthly and quarterly collections. The latest figures for October 2019 including 
Annual Imaging and Radiodiagnostics data are now available here: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/diagnostics-waiting-times-and-activity-for-october-
2019?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29
&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=11143781_NEWSL_HMP%202019-12-
13&dm_i=21A8,6MULH,WNSZP9,QFJI0,1  

 

 

Polite Reminder 
If you are unable to attend an AXREM meeting that 
you have accepted the Outlook invite too, PLEASE 
can I request that you email me? I have noted that on 
a few occasions several members have not arrived 
for a meeting, meaning I could have booked a smaller 
meeting room and fewer lunches which has created 
unnecessary cost for the association.  
 

A quick email really is apprecaite, with as much notice 
as possible: sally.edgington@axrem.org.uk  
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AXREM dates for your diary: To book a place please email sally.edgington@axrem.org.uk  
 

Executive Committee Strategy Day  
Tuesday 4th February 2020 10.30am, Rotherwick House in London 

 

AXREM All Members Barcoding/ GS1 Workshop (more details to follow) 
Wednesday 12th February 2020  

 

Service Managers SFG Meeting  
Thursday 13th February 2020 10.30am, Rotherwick House in London 

 

AXREM Supply Chain Collaboration Meeting  
Thursday 5th March 2020 10.30am, Rotherwick House in London  

 

AXREM All Members Marketing Meeting  
Tuesday 28th April 2020 10.30am, Rotherwick House in London 

 

PACS RIS SFG Breakfast Meeting  
Tuesday 2nd June 2020, 8.30am – 10am (location TBC in near UKIO in Liverpool) 

 
Industry Events (these events are not endorsed or supported by AXREM) 
 

• Digital Health Rewired 2020 – March 3rd – 4th, Olympia London 

• ECR Annual Congress & Expo 2020 – March 11th – 15th, Austria Centre, Vienna  

• UKIO Imaging & Oncology Congress – June 1st – 3rd 2020 ACC Liverpool 

• HETT Healthcare Excellence Through Technology – 29th – 30th Sept, ExCeL in London 

 

 

AXREM Christmas opening: 
 
We will be closed from Midday on Tuesday 24th December 
and will re-open at 9am on Thursday 2nd January. 
 
Wishing you all a very Happy, relaxing festive break and a 
Happy and fun New Year. 

 
 
**Disclaimer - All the information contained in this newsletter is for information only and has not been written or endorsed by AXREM. Please 
note newspaper reports are an opinion and are not always covered with evidence or studies.  
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